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PRESCRIPTION TREATMENT®

MAKING PEST MANAGEMENT MORE PROFITABLE

is almost as powerful as the two standard bulbs of the
larger units. Add these features up and the benefit is
superior control of flies.
Vector Discreet Is Discreet

Vector® Discreet
Small In Stature, Big On Results
Vector Discreet is the new versatile low profile
insect light trap addition to the Prescription Treatment® brand Vector® line. Vector Discreet combines the patented translucent technology of the
Vector Super Nova with a 26-watt bulb. This
combination gives the maximum UV (ultraviolet)
light output for fantastic insect attraction. This
small unobtrusive Vector insect light trap, 14 ½
long and 7 ¼ wide, provides 74 square inches of
catch surface on its two hidden glue boards,
keeping the captured flies from the customers
view. For discreet control of flying insects in
public areas you can rely on Vector Discreet.
Superior Performance
Whitmire Micro-Gen designed Vector Discreet
with a hidden reflective plate, translucent lens,
neutral gray cover, and 26-watt bulb so that it
would perform as well as larger units. The reflective plate directs all the UV light out the front of
the unit through the lens, maximizing the bulbs
effectiveness. The arced translucent lens evenly
disperses both the direct and reflective UV light in
several directions from the front of the Vector
Discreet while the gray cover gives the unit the
contrast that increases fly attraction. The 26-watt bulb

The Vector Discreet is designed to provide quick
control of flies without being noticed and blends
into a variety of décors due to its small size and
light gray cover. The translucent lens disperses the
UV light evenly creating a subtle glow that is easy
on the eyes. Vector Discreet can be mounted on
the wall and placed vertically or horizontally on a
shelf to fit into any room. The two glue boards are
attached to the cover, keeping them hidden from
view even during servicing.
Servicing the Vector Discreet
Vector Discreet can be easily serviced within
minutes thus minimizing the chance of the public
viewing your catch. After unpluging the unit,
simply lift the side edge off the metal frame and
the entire cover will come off. The glue boards
will remain inside the disconnected cover. Once
you have recorded your monitoring counts, dispose
of the glue boards in a garbage receptacle away
from the publics view. To replace the glue boards
with two new Vector Discreet glue boards, secure
the glue boards in the cover and then pull the
release paper off. Place the cover over the metal
frame and gently push the cover on until the clips
lock.
To replace the lamp, unplug the unit and lift the
cover off the frame exposing the lamp. Gently
disconnect the old lamp by pulling it slowly out of
the socket. Replace with a new lamp by gently
pushing the prongs into the sockets until secure,
reconnect the cover and plug in the unit.
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